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Yamada Europe's product portfolio includes a High Pressure (HP) 2:1 AODD pump
option. These pumps achieve nearly twice the usual operation maximum pressure
amounting to 14 bar while using standard an air supply pressure of max. 7 bar,
with standard flow rate volume which is around half of the usual output.
These are suitable for those applications requiring an output pressure exceeding
7 bar such as:
* Filter press applications
* Overcoming high-head exceeding 7 bar
* Handling viscous products
* Handling slurries or solids-laden fluids
And many more.

Pump sizes we offer for these High Pressure applications are the NDP-20 until
NDP-80 but only in a metal pump configuration. Suitable diaphragms are those
made out of rubber.
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Although we did offer other solutions like TPO or other thermoplastic diaphragm
materials in the past, Yamada feels that those solutions did and do not ensure
the Yamada standard quality that one may expect of us, hence Yamada Europe
decided to seize with immediate effect the sales of those non-recommended HP
solutions.
For our 2:1 HP pump series the following diaphragm materials are
recommended and available: CR, NBR, EPDM and FKM. CR would be your
first and best choice if of course compatible with the fluid you intend to
transfer. The rubbers as showed above are in order of strength, so CR would be
your strongest choice and FKM the weakest.
We trust to have informed you sufficiently with above information.
Some recommendations using the Yamada 2:1 HP diaphragm pumps:
Start up your 2:1 HP pump using a lower air supply pressure. Increase the air
supply pressure gradually at the point your fluid back pressure is growing.
You may do so manually or purchase slow start-up valves at your local
pneumatic supplier.
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